Kanagawa sightseeing charm creation conference

West of
the Prefecture

Yugawara Town
Tourist Attraction No.

1572
Explanation of
Tourist Attraction

selling point
Address
Opening Hours
Availability of Parking
URL

Recommended Season

＜Industrial Tourism / Gourmet＞
Delicious confectionary brings happiness to everyone

Tivoli Yugawara
Sweets Factory
The only direct sales facility and factory visit site operated by Tivoli, a confectionary manufacturer that
produces Japan's largest share of assorted gift cookies, that opened in November 2017.
The theme of the facility is [A sweets factory to delight all five senses]. An observation window on the
second floor allows visitors to watch the skilled staff performing intricate tasks and other aspects of the
manufacturing process, including the clever movements of the robots, etc. Hands-on cookie-making
experiences that small children can take part in are also available, which teaches them the fun of
cooking-making, factory production, and lets them experience the deliciousness of freshly-baked cookies.
A sweets factory to delight all five senses. Factory visits available. Possible to experience
making confectionary (reservations required) and offers a cookie buffet.
1-15-4 Doi, Yugawara-machi, Kanagawa
10:00 am to 6:00 pm
Available (3 locations, total 45 vehicles)
http://www.tivoli-factory.com/

All year
Group

Group/Individual Mark
Target Regions

Access
Individual

Europe, North America, Oceania, Asia

Train: 3-minutes' walk from JR
Yugawara Station. Car: 30 minutes from
the Ishibashi IC on the Seisho Bypass
Model
Route

No.

355

Specific Model Route Details
Individual

Various Yokohama and Tokyo areas +++
JR Line [Yugawara Station]…
(5minutes…Tivoli Yugawara Sweets
Factory…(20minutes)…Wagashi-dokoro
Mirakuan (confectionary making
experience)…(20 minutes)…Stroll
around Kumano Shrine and Manyo
Park…Doppono Yu (footbath
experience) === (tram) === JR Line
[Yugawara Station] +++ various
Yokohama and Tokyo areas
Start

Yokohama and Tokyo (various areas)

Goal

Yokohama and Tokyo (various areas)

Time Required

6 hours

Nearby Sightseeing Spot

Wagashi-dokoro Mirakuan (confectionary making experience)
Mirakuan of Yugawara-machi is
famous for its Mikan-Monaka
confections, operates hand-made
Japanese confectionary experiences.
The confections made can either be
taken home as souvenirs, or enjoyed
on the spot.(reservations required)

Manyo Park
Grows a wide range of Manyo plants. The parks
contains the Manyo Villa, which is an ancient
building from the Manyo era that was reconstructed
here, a monument engraved with a poem at the
source of the park's only hot spring water, and a
monument dedicated to Kunikida Doppo, who used
Yugawara as the stage for one of his books.
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